
2. The National Curriculum for KS1 music

Use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs, 
speaking chants and rhymes 

Play tuned and un-tuned instruments musically 

Listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality 
live and recorded music 

Experiment with, create, select and combine sounds using the 
inter-related dimensions of music. 

Be creative about how you approach singing. Explore and have fun with how you 
sing new and well known songs; use simple nursery rhymes, variations of speed and 
characters to help children find their singing confidence and unique voice.

NC2
Experience playing together as a group. Learn how to play an instrument with feeling 
and character; consider how we control different sounds/timbres and dynamics/volume. 

NC3

Develop an understanding of what is happening in the music that you listen to. Consider 
how the sound changes, how different instruments are used and how to describe this.

NC4
Explore and use all of the different musical elements to bring a musical 
idea to life. Consider what the music sounds like when played with different 
instruments, at different speeds and at different volumes.

The requirements for music at KS1 are essentially quite simple. Below we have listed
them as NC1, NC2 , NC3 and NC4. Throughout this pack we will suggest Activities 
and Tips and signpost you to resources that link to the national standards.

Pupils should be taught to...

NC1



What are the inter-related dimensions of 
music?
Local music specialist Lucy Johnstone-McCarthy explains the elements of 
music through describing them as if they are ingredients... using a cake 
recipe, as most children love them!
 
When making a cake, if you overdo the seasoning it won’t taste the same and if you 
overdo any ingredient, it takes over!
 
Equally if you miss out a vital ingredient the cake won’t rise! If you use ingredients 
wrongly (such as salt instead of sugar) what is it going to taste like?
 
In terms of music, if you over-use one of the musical elements, what is the music going to 
sound like? This is so important in musical expression and goes way beyond just the notes 
sung or played.
 
Using the inter-related dimensions (NC4) means gradually encouraging children to think 
how they can combine the musical ingredients when they compose, plat or perform in 
order to be more expressive.
 
By giving children at Foundation and KS1 the confidence to enjoy and express 
themselves through sounds, singing or vocalisation, you are providing a firm foundation 
upon which further musical skills can be developed in KS2.
 
This also supports instrumental learning for when students begin 
to experience the challenges of learning an instrument or playing 
as an ensemble.

The dimensions of music
Contrast : Element

High/Low = Pitch

Long/Short = Duration

Fast/Slow = Tempo

Loud/Soft = Dynamics (volume)

Tone/Colour = Timbre

Thick/Thing = Timbre

The overall plan = Structure


